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TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR
EXPERIENCE IN A LEADERSHIP ROLE?

When I launched Toronto Wellness
Counselling in 2018, my desire was to
create an empowering community. Not
only for our clients but for our team of
therapists. For those of you that don't
know, private practice can be extremely
competitive and somewhat isolating. I
had worked in teams before but was
frequently reminded that there was a
glass ceiling right above me. I wanted to
shatter that glass ceiling, for both myself
and the talented therapists who were so
deserving of growth and success.

WAS THERE A TIME THAT A LEADER DID
SOMETHING “NOBLE” TO SUPPORT YOU? IF
SO, WHAT WAS IT AND HOW DID IT IMPACT
YOU?

In my first role as a mental health therapist, I
had an incredible leader. Having just
graduated, I was so nervous about making
mistakes and struggled with imposter
syndrome. However, my leader reassured
me that I was working in a safe space and
that the more honest and communicative I
was about my fears and concerns, the more
she could support me in my growth. She
stayed true to her word for the several years I
worked with her. She never focused on my
mistakes, but instead, was deeply
committed to brainstorming solutions so
that I could learn and grow.

WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES A “NOBLE
LEADER”?

I think being a Noble Leader is a lifelong
process. I think it requires humility,
curiosity, and a desire to both grow and
inspire growth. It also demands incredible
communication skills. Not only in our
ability to speak and articulate ourselves but
in our ability to listen and truly hear what is
being shared by our staff, our clients, and
the feedback that we receive. For it is only
in listening that we can learn and give
ourselves the opportunity to truly do better.

IF YOU COULD GIVE A LEADER A
TOOL OR STRATEGY THAT’S HELPED
YOU ALONG THE WAY, WHAT WOULD
IT BE?

There are two books that really
shaped my ability to lead, which are
Drive by Daniel Pink, as well as Dare
to Lead by Brene Brown. I also really
enjoy Simon Sinek's work and his
podcast is fantastic.
Two other recommendations. One,
get regular feedback about what's
working well and what's not from
your staff. It may take time to build
trust, but it is worth its weight in
gold. Second, seek mentorship.
Whether it's from another business
leader or a group of entrepreneurs.
Being a leader isn't always easy, but
having people to brainstorm with
can be so helpful.
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